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– Identification with two cultures—heritage       
and mainstream




A Brimful of Asha
Juggling Between Autonomy & Embededness Norms





























• Playing by the normative psychological rule of             
looking for differences
– majority Western European Canadians as a           
comparison group
– but who are they?     
Historical cultural slices of Canadians         
• First Nations followed by colonization &           
immigration
1st F h th E li h– wave:  renc   en  ng s
–2nd wave: British & Irish
–3rd wave: Continental Europe




influential in shaping themainstream norms         
of English Canada
Contemporary cultural norms in Canada
• Canadians from 3rd, 4th, & 5th waves with 
t th l i ti it lit ( t ts ronger e no ongu s c v a y s a us, 
demographics, & institutional support) likely 
















• Chinese (US: 14% & Can: 6%)         
• South Asian (US: 9% & Can: 5%)
• Endogamy drops from 1st to 2nd generation










Origin Endogamy Mixing Exogamy
China 44.2 23.8 32.0
Hong Kong 29.2 48.7 22.0 
Taiwan 35.2 24.6 40.2
Japan 39.8 9.1 51.1
India  61.0 14.3 24.6
Pakistan 65.3 23.5 11.2
Canada 9.9 12.8 77.2
Overall 32.9 16.3 50.7
The norm of endogamy     
• endogamy is weakening in the North           
American Western (autonomous) context
• It is also shifting for 2nd generation 




( d )en ogamy  Lalonde, Lou, Cila, & Giguère (in prep)
• How similar and/or different are young 








– kind/understanding dependable attraction,  ,  , …
• Status







Heritage Women Men Born Canada
South Asian 83 38 71% 
Chinese 64 33 64%
Italian 69 25 97%










4.43a 4.48a 4.57a 4.15b
Canadian
identity
5.25a 5.23a 5.34a 5.68b
Preferred mate attributes
Preferred mate attributes   


















– Italians quite similar to South Asians!         
• Cultural influences from both heritage & 
mainstream identities in explaining cultural         
differences


















Our research question   
• Will identities (heritage & Canadian) be related             
to interracial/interethnic dating (exogamy) 
attitudes for 2nd generation Chinese and South           
Asian Canadians?
– strength of Canadian national identity related to             
support for equality & cultural diversity
Study 2 – Predicting the push to exogamy for 
Chi C dinese  ana ans Uskul, Lalonde, & Cheng (2007)
• 61 Chinese Canadian & 59 Euro Canadian           
• Attitude interracial dating




• Heritage & Canadian identities (Cameron, 2004)         
Culture * Gender interactions
Correlations: Identities & attitudes
Attitude Sample Heritage ID
Canadian 
ID
Dating Chinese .13 .33* 
Euro -.05 .18
Openness Chinese -.01 .44*
Euro - 15 12. .
Study 2 – Predicting the push to exogamy for South 
Asian Canadians Uskul Lalonde & Konanur (2011)
118 S th A i C di (Old & )
    ,  ,   
•   ou   s an  ana an  er   younger
• 120 Euro Canadian (Older & younger)

























South Asian Canadian European Canadian
Younger Older
Sample Cohort Heritage ID
Canadian 
ID
Dating South Asian Old -.16 .31* 
Young 16 38**. .  
Euro Old -.03 .28*
Y 25 14oung -. -.
Openness South Asian Old -.27* .32*
Young -.01 .40**














families (Kwak, 2003)   




Are bicultural experiences pan‐cultural?     
• r between ethnic &     
national IDs pos. for settler 
countries but neg for,    .   
other western nations




i lt l hi t i l i ?m cro‐cu ura   s or ca  exper ence
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